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"WHERE FAITH AND SCIENCE MEET (#1): GOD AND GALILEO"
(Acts 17:24-28a)
© 2018 Rev. Dr. Brian E. Germano
[PROP NEEDED: Someone to play piano]
[LaGrange First U.M.C.; 1-14-18]
—I—
1.

Read Text (CEB): Acts 17:24-28a and Pray.

2.

"Faith cannot be reconciled with rational thinking; it has to be eliminated as an
anachronistic remnant of earlier stages of culture and replaced by science dealing with
facts and theories which are intelligible and can be validated." 1
A—"Faith is the great cop-out, the great excuse to evade the need to think and evaluate
evidence." 2
B—"Science and religion are incompatible, and you must choose between them.” 3
C—So goes the opinion of some who consider the relationship between faith and science
to be a conflict between two competing truth claims, and that the only possible
resolution is for us to choose one over the other. 4
D--But is that really true? Are faith and science truly opposites (e.g., rivals) of
each other... to the point where we have pick one over the other? Has science
eliminated the need for faith in today's world? And is it really possible to be a
rational, thinking person AND at the same time be a person of deep religious faith
and conviction?

3.

These are some of the questions we'll be exploring over the next five weeks in a new
series I'm simply calling Where Faith and Science Meet.
A--And my hope and prayer is that through our time together, as we explore our
amazing universe, the origins of humanity, and the relationship between faith and
medicine, we'll come to a better appreciation for the respective roles that faith and
science can (and I believe should) play in our lives.
B--On the one hand, we'll be able to see how the discoveries of science and reason can
better inform our faith, in helping us understand who God is, who we are, and who it
is that God is calling us to be....
C--...And on the other hand, we'll see how religious faith can actually inform and
complement science by suggesting answers to ultimate questions of reality that
science itself cannot answer. 5
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4.

I want us to begin, though, by remembering that this tension between faith and science
has not always existed.
A--In fact, for the first 1500 years of Christianity, the two were seen as partners in a
common quest for truth and knowledge. But a number of scientific discoveries in the
late middle ages began to change that.
B--And one of the key events illustrating that change was the story of Galileo Galilei — a
man of religious faith who went against the prevailing belief of his day by theorizing
that the earth was not the center of the universe, but that instead it (and all the other
planets) revolved around the sun. 6
1--In 1633 (in an incident that was not one of Christianity's finer hours), he was
put on trial by a church "Inquisition," made to recant his views, and placed
under house arrest for the remainder of his life.
2--And since that time, the perception is that science & faith have continued on
separate journeys apart from each other because (at least in the minds of many),
religious faith wants to limit science, and science wants to disprove faith
altogether.

5.

Now, I believe the real mistake of the Inquisition was not in their foolish belief that the
earth was the center of the universe, but in their misunderstanding of the purpose/use of
the Bible.
A--You see, in that day, the Bible was understood to be the absolute, literal truth about
every topic/subject contained within it — including history, philosophy, politics, and
science.
1--So, for example, when it makes certain claims about how the universe was
created or functions, then those claims were to be accepted as absolute truth,
and anything that contradicted that literal interpretation was considered invalid
and heretical.
2--And you may know that this isn't only how the church of Galileo's time
understood scripture, but it’s also how many fundamentalist Christians
understand it today, as well.
B--But here's a question: if God really wanted the Bible to tell us everything that there is
to know about every realm of knowledge (including science), then why didn't He
include those details there?
1--Why not separate appendices about physics, biology, chemistry, and
astronomy?
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2--I mean, if teaching us correct science were God's ultimate goal in giving us the
Bible, then why is it that its content consists primarily of stories not about
science, but about the relationship between God and humanity? 7
6.

Could it be, you see, that the primary purpose and use of the Bible is not to teach us
proper Cosmology (e.g., How the universe & our world work or was created) but proper
Theology (e.g., Who God is, What His nature and character are, Who we are as human
beings, and How God interacts with us)? 8
A--You see, I believe that this is the what the Bible is written to address: ...the ultimate
questions of life and reality and existence -- questions that science can neither "solve"
nor "prove," but towards which creation itself points.
B--And that's what today's scripture from Acts 17 tell us, as well (Verses 24 & 27):
"God... made the world and everything in it... so [people] would seek him, perhaps
even reach out to him and find him."
C-- In other words, all that is & all that's discovered by science is merely meant to point
us towards God -- Yes, that's a theological statement, but one that many scientists
even agree with.
--III--

7.

And this means, of course, that in the end science and faith are not in conflict after all,
but are merely complementary sources of knowledge and truth. 9
A—Think about it: the focus of science is on the mechanics of creation: How was the
universe created? What forces and processes were used? How does it all function and
work together to allow for life as we know it today?
B—But the focus of faith is different... its focus is on the purpose and meaning of
creation: Why is there a universe at all? How did its laws come into being, why do
they function the way they do, and is there something at work behind them? And what
is the meaning and purpose of it all?
C—You see, these are both very different (but necessary) forms of knowledge. As
geologist Chuck Barnes says, "Science and faith are, in a way, simply different
expressions of what it means to be human. They ask quite different sets of questions
and have different views of what counts as 'evidence.'" 10

8.

And that means that life is more than what can be explained by pure science. We know
this from our own instinct and experience. Take music from a piano, for example:...
A—When we press a key, we experience sound [PLAY ONE KEY...]. And what's
called "Mechanical Science" can explain it: ...the energy from our finger is transferred
to the key, causing a hammer to move and strike a string, creating a vibration-sound
wave that moves around the room at about 740 mph.
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B—But there's more. Let's say we press several keys at once [PLAY SEVERAL
DISSONANT KEYS...]. What's called "Neuroscience" says that when the sound
waves from the piano reach our body, they enter the outer ear and travel through the
ear canal to our ear drum.
1—The ear drum vibrates and transmits the vibrations through three tiny bones in
the middle ear (the malleus, incus and stapes). These amplify the sound and
send it to fluid-filled organ in the inner ear called the cochlea.
2—And there the vibrations produce ripples in the fluid that bend tiny pieces of
hair projecting from the cochlea walls, which in turn create electrical impulses
that our auditory nerve sends to the brain.
3—The brain translates these impulses into what we experience as sound. And
that is the scientific explanation for music.
C—So what do you think? Does that really explain music? It may explain sound and
noise. But, does it really explain this... [PLAY A BEAUTIFUL PIECE OF MUSIC...]
D—You see, how much poorer we would be if all we had were the rational, scientific
explanations for all that happens.
9.

Consider another example: In the 1997 movie Contact, Jodie Foster plays a scientist who
confronts a theologian played by Matthew McConaughey about the existence of God.
A—She proposes that God may merely be a delusion created by humanity so we
wouldn’t feel so small and alone in the world, and that if God did exist, she’d need
proof to believe it.
B—And, knowing the tender feelings that Foster's character had for her deceased dad,
McConaughey‘s character asks "Did you love your father?" "Yes," she replies, "very
much" — to which McConaughey‘s character challenges "Prove it!"
C—His point, of course (and mine today), is that not all reality can be explained or
proven scientifically. There is far more that we need to know and understand about
our world than what science alone can tell us. 11
D—Now, as people of faith we need science (its not the "enemy"), because science helps
us understand what something is & how it works. But it's not equipped to answer
questions of ultimate reality and meaning (nor should it)... because that's what
theology is for.
—IV—
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10.

In the end, you see, God and Galileo / Faith & Science are not really opposites that we
have to somehow choose between, but instead are complementary forms of knowledge
that God gives us — each having its own unique purpose, methodology, and realm of
influence that we need to understand and live in today's world. 12
A—And because of this, do we Christians need to be afraid of sharing our faith for fear
of being "irrelevant" or "out of touch" in today's world? Absolutely not!
B—Is there room for belief in God in a world of science and technology? You bet! And
by the end of this series we'll see that such a world actually requires that kind of belief!
C—Is it possible for us to be rational, thinking people AND at the same time be people of
deep religious faith and conviction? By all means! In fact, the evidence nearly
demands it!

11.

And the heart and mind that God put within each of our bodies is evidence that faith and
science belong together ...as partners.

12.

[PRAYER]
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